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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1. Nepal has come a long way in its efforts to establish infrastructure to ensure growth 
and quality of life in the six decades long experience of planned development by duly giving 
priority to infrastructure. Despite these efforts, Nepal’s infrastructure remains 
underdeveloped in providing efficient and effective service delivery and ranks 132 out of 142 
countries in the category of quality of overall infrastructures1. 
 
2. Nepal's transport infrastructure mainly consists of roads and civil aviation.   The road 
subsector provides for the movement of approximately 90 percent of all passengers and 
freight within the country. As air service is limited and expensive to the common people, road 
transport remains the predominant form of transport infrastructure in Nepal.    
 
3. Given the political transition currently underway in Nepal, ADB has placed an 
increased emphasis on identifying and mitigating governance risks for all new projects and 
programs. The objective of this study is to assess the public financial management, 
procurement and corruption risks in the transport sector.   
 
ASSESSMENT AND FINDINGS: 
 
4. The TYP has identified road subsector as one of the seven key sectors for increasing 
the investment to ensure the availability and continuity of the essential services for the 
people.  The TYP aims to connect all the remaining four district headquarters (Humla, Dolpa, 
Mugu and Manang) by road.  The three year target for the road subsector (SRN) is to 
construct additional 1,493 km, upgrade 3,752 km and apply periodic maintenance to 3,600 
km of the road network.  Additionally, construction of 200 bridges has been targeted to be 
completed within the current Three Year Plan period.   
 
5. Road subsector expenditures have increased fourfold over the last five years but its 
share in total capital expenditures has remained unchanged.  It has accounted for around 
15% of total capital expenditure, on an average, in the last 8 years, ranging from 13 to 18 
percent.  Over the same period, there has also been a fourfold increase of maintenance 
allocation. 
 
6. While road subsector expenditures have rapidly increased in the recent years, 
serious questions are being raised on the capacity of road agencies in spending and 
managing the allocated resources efficiently and effectively.  Lately, it has also been 
observed that the resources which were allocated at the beginning of the fiscal year to the 
specific targeted programs have been diverted to the non planned programs at the end of 
the fiscal year largely due to under spending in the planned project.   
 
7. The fiscal discipline continues to be weakened due to limited adherence to sector 
strategies and lack of practice of assessing budgetary risks. Inadequate preparation of a 
project including insufficient time spent on preparation also accounts for the shortfall in the 
utilization of the available resources.   
 
8. Some of the institutional risks that persist in this sector are lack of (i) budget 
planning, (ii) proper selection of road projects (projects are often selected based on political 
pressure), (iii) efficiency in management practices, (iv)timely mitigation of implementation 
issues and (v) clarity on procurement issues.  There is an urgent need for clarity on 
contractual provisions and proper documentation of these arrangements for an effective 
project delivery.    

                                                 
1 The World Economic Forum’s annual publication, the Global Competitiveness Report of 2011-2012 



 
 

9. Organizational risks that continue to hinder the outcome of this sector arise from the 
absence of an Integrated Transport Master Plan, limited and inadequate human resource in 
DoR, absence of departmental guidelines on procurement planning, lack of effective 
engagement of PPMO, and low-bidding practices of contractors (to win contracts).  
  
10. Corruption, prevalent from the grass-root level, has been an important factor in 
causing less than satisfactory project performance.  However, corruption is a consequence 
of ineffective and inefficient monitoring and planning, lack of coordination between different 
agencies involved including committees, and lack of strict norms and business practices. 
 
11. At the ADB project system level, projects under ADB support still continues to be 
threatened by issues such as lack of effective involvement of stakeholders in project 
planning and design, delay in addressing financial issues, delay in acknowledgement of 
project savings and delay in submitting project financial audit report. 
 
12. Strengthening monitoring system with the introduction of Managing for Developing 
Results (MfDR), follow up on compliance of technical audit, and revision for Public 
Procurement Act/Regulations are some of the initiative taken by the Government in 
streamlining the effectiveness in project deliverables.   

 

 

 



 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
1. ADB’s current Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) is ending in 2012 and ADB Nepal 
Resident Mission (NRM) has initiated work to prepare the next CPS.   A number of studies 
have been commissioned to provide background information and also to help provide 
strategic direction for the CPS.  Given the political transition currently underway in Nepal, 
ADB has placed an increased emphasis on identifying and mitigating governance risks for all 
new projects and programs.  The findings and outcome of this study would be useful to 
provide feedback in planning and designing future transport projects in Nepal.      
  
A. Objective 
 
2. The objective of the study is to assess public financial management (PFM), 
procurement, and corruption risks for both country systems, and ADB/donor project systems 
where these exist, and for the transport sector resulting in a risk assessment (RA) report and 
risk management plan (RMP).  The approach and formats outlined in the revised GACAP II 
Guidelines has been used to assess the risk and report the findings. 

 
B. Methodology      

 
a. Analytic Framework  

 
3. The risk assessment of the transport sector was mainly based on the road subsector 
as it constitutes over 90% of sector investments2. The assessment was carried out by 
adopting the Analytical Framework given by the Guidance Note on Road Transport 
Subsector Risk Assessment3. The value chain concept as suggested by the guideline was 
considered and used to identify and propose the strategic interventions in the sector.    

 
b. Literature Review, Web Search and Updating 

 
4. Through literature review and web search, a complete set of recent publications and 
diagnostics information relevant to the assessment were identified and collected.  These 
include government’s priority, sector’s financial and technical performance, constraint, 
opportunities and weaknesses.   

 
c. Primary Research  

 
5. Primary research was carried out mainly by interviewing persons involved in policy 
and implementation of the transport projects.  It was carried out in two stages: i) immediately 
after receiving the assignment and ii) after preparing a draft assessment of risks and the risk 
mitigation plan.  The consultations were also carried out with the agencies directly or 
indirectly involved in road subsector including donor partners, Federation of Contractor’s 
Association, Federation of Consulting Engineers and others.  This has helped in identifying 
reliable evidence on PFM, procurement and corruption risks. 
   

d. Current and Planned Reforms 
 
6. The current and planned mitigation and reform actions and programs of the 
government in the sector were discussed with the concerned officials including donors and 
other agencies. The list of persons met is given in annex A. 

                                                 
2
 Budget Allocation, Red Book, Ministry of Finance, GoN 

3
 Guideline Note on Road Transport Subsector Risk Assessment, ADB. Aug. 2010 

 

Country Partnership Strategy, Nepal, 
2013-2017 
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e. Assessment of the Risks Identified. 
 
7. The risks were identified taking into consideration the current status, practices and 
process followed in each step of the project cycle principally in selecting and executing the 
road subsector projects.  These issue areas have been identified on the basis of audit 
comments in Auditor General's annual reports, findings of technical audit reports and 
interviews with project staff and other officials, among others.  The issues are related to the 
present business practices carried out by Department of Roads (DoR).  Using the approach 
in the guideline, the major risks were later determined and were carried forward to develop 
the risk management plan (RMP).   

 
f. Risk Management Plan   

 
8. As per the ToR, the sharing of the findings of the risk assessment and draft RMP was 
presented and discussed with the selected stakeholders including ADB NRM in the 
workshop held on 27th August 2012.  The comments and the feedback received have been 
incorporated in the final report. List of participants in the consultative workshop is given in 
annex B.   
 
9. Field visits were undertaken between 28th August 2012 and 30th August 2012 to firm 
up the findings of the assessment.  Discussions were also held with concerned consultants 
and project staff on risk associated with project implementation.  The findings of the field visit 
to DoR Divisional Road Office, Mujheliya Janakpur and ADB supported project “Belbari – 
Chourahawa Road Project” have been incorporated in the final report.  List of persons met in 
the field is given in Annex A.    

 
1.1 Acknowledgement  
 
10. This document would not have been possible without the support and contributions 
from a large number of development partners and stakeholders.  I would like to put on record 
my sincere gratitude to all the officials of the government, donor partners, contractors and 
other stakeholders who provided support and valuable inputs.  I would like to specially thank 
the officials of Ministry of Physical Planning and Transport Management for their valuable 
suggestions and comments.  My sincere appreciation also goes out to ADB officials in 
Manila and the Nepal Resident Mission for their precious insights, suggestions and guidance 
during the course of this assessment.   

 
II.  Context  

 
A. General 
 
11. Nepal is a land locked country with a population of 27 million and a per capita income 
of US$ 7354.  The country can be divided into five geographical regions: Himalayas, High 
Mountains, Middle Mountain, Siwalik and Terai Plain, each stretching from east to west 
across the country.  The country is surrounded by India on the East, South and West and 
China on the North.    
 
12. Nepal is one of the few countries in the world with a significant proportion of its total 
population living in areas not served by a motorable road.  Around 50 % of the population in 
hills and mountains live beyond 2 hours walk from the motor head. Out of 75 districts, Mugu, 
Humla, Dolpa and Mustang are the remaining four districts which are yet to be connected to 
the road network.   

                                                 
4 Central Bureau of Statistics, 2011/12 (US $ 1 = Rs. 78.57) 
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13. The country’s governance system runs through the Central Secretariat in 
Kathmandu, 5 regions and 75 administrative districts.  In the field of human development5 
Nepal ranks 157 out of 187 countries and is listed under the category of the countries with 
low human development.  Areas within the country with low Human Development Index is 
also associated with low accessibility and high incidence of poverty.   
 
14. According to Transparency International (TI), Nepal is one of the most corrupt 
countries in South Asia and ranks6 154 out of 183 countries in the world.   Nepal is losing its 
earlier gains and eroding its hard-earned credibility in corruption control due to various 
prevailing factors including political and social transformation.  TI suggested that the decline 
in Nepal’s scores owes to the weak anti-corruption mechanism, volatile political situation and 
instable government.    

 
B. Political scenario 
 
15. Currently, Nepal is passing through a crucial and extended political transition 
following a 10-year violent conflict that ended in 2006.  Taking up multiple interrelated 
processes:  maintaining peace through the integration of armies; rehabilitation, truth and 
reconciliation; power sharing between the major parties; the expected outcome was the 
promulgation of a new Constitution by May 2010.  The tenure of Constituent Assembly got 
extended from its two years mandate to four years to bring major consensus among the 
political parties and promulgate the Constitution. A new Constitution was expected to lead to 
a major restructuring of Nepal into federal states while the imminent completion of the peace 
process is expected to resolve the integration/rehabilitation of former Maoist combatants.   
 
16. Political instability has been the defining feature of the Nepali state during the last 
two decades.  Nepal has had 20 governments since the introduction of democracy in 1990.  
The country is still emerging from the conflict with some aftershocks.  In the past five years, 
Nepalese have witnessed the signing of a peace agreement between the former Maoist 
rebels and the state, a new Interim Constitution, the election of a Constituent Assembly 
(CA), the abolition of monarchy and declaration of a federal republic, five governments, and 
the rise of strong ethnic identity movements.  The political compact around the new 
constitution that endorses the devolution of power, social and political inclusion, democratic 
elections, and political accountability represents an opportunity in this transition.   
 
17. The new constitution is supposed to lead to a major restructuring of the state as 
Nepal will adopt federalism as a fundamental principle of governance.  A decision to hand 
over the command of Maoist cantonments, including weapons and other logistics, to the 
Nepal Army in April prompted renewed optimism.  However, the sudden dissolution of the 
Constituent Assembly in May 27th 2012 and calling for the fresh mandate from the people to 
write a new Constitution has initiated fresh debate among the major political parties for 
finding a possible way out of this political impasse.  There is emerging pessimism that the 
country may be at the brink of a potential turmoil. 
 
18. The conflict and the prolonged transition to peace and stability have contributed to a 
progressive erosion of the effectiveness of some state institutions.  For instance, poor law 
and order is a growing concern, particularly in certain geographic areas.  Also, the conflict 
raised awareness that the Nepali state had been associated with exclusionary political, 
social, and economic institutions that did not reflect the country’s diversity.  This has led to 
the rise of identity politics with an increasing demand for state recognition and greater 
accommodation of diverse social, cultural, and ethnic identities.  The absence of elected 
representative in local governance for more than one and a half decade and the absence of 

                                                 
5 Human Development Report, 2011, UNDP 
6 Corruption Perception Index, Transparency International, 2011 
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constitutional heads in the constitutional bodies for a long time have further eroded the 
credibility of the government and the effectiveness in service delivery.   

 
C. Economy  
 
19. According to the World Bank’s country overview7, Nepal’s economic growth 
continues to be adversely affected by the political uncertainty.  Nevertheless, real GDP 
growth is estimated to increase to almost 5% in 2011/2012.  This is a considerable 
improvement from the 3.5 percent GDP growth in 2010/2011 and would be the second 
highest growth rate in the post-conflict era.  Sources of growth include agriculture, 
construction, financial and other services.  The contribution of consumption led growth fueled 
by remittances has declined since 2010/2011.  While remittance growth slowed to 11 
percent (in Nepali Rupee terms) in 2010/2011 it has since increased to 37 percent.  
Remittances are estimated to be equivalent to 25-30 percent of GDP.  Inflation has been 
reduced to a three-year low to 7 percent. 
 
20. Despite political uncertainties, Nepal maintained a policy of prudent fiscal 
management.  International reserves rose to a record high covering 7 months of goods and 
services imports; and commercial banks have adequate liquidity.  The rapid expansion of 
expenditures (22 percent of GDP estimate for 2011/2012) has been supported by a strong 
revenue performance (about 15 percent of GDP) and the availability of foreign aid (2.5 
percent) and domestic borrowing (2.5 percent).  But expenditure quality remains to be an 
issue8. 

  
III. Sector Description  

 
21. Nepal has come a long way in its effort to establish adequate infrastructure to ensure 
growth and improve the quality of life in the six decades long experience of planned 
development by duly giving priority to infrastructure.  Despite these efforts, Nepal’s 
infrastructure remains underdeveloped in providing efficient and effective service delivery 
and ranks 132 out of 142 countries in the category of quality of overall infrastructures9.   
 
22. Nepal's transport infrastructure mainly consists of roads and civil aviation.   The road 
subsector provides for the movement of approximately 90 percent of all passengers and 
freight within the country.   Hence, road transport remains the predominant form of transport 
infrastructure in Nepal as air service is limited and expensive to the common people.  It 
contributes to passenger movements in commercial and tourist destinations.    
 
23. Nepal’s road density is the lowest10 in the South Asian region, with 0.6 kilometers 
(km) of road per 1,000 people, compared to 6.5 km in Bhutan, 4.7 km in Sri Lanka, 3.0 km in 
India, 1.9 km in Bangladesh, and 1.7 km in Pakistan.   
 
24. The cost11 of exporting and importing a container is much higher in Nepal than its 
neighboring countries in South Asia.  Owing to the poor quality of the roads, the efficiency 
and reliability of the roads in Nepal is also very low.  Besides the quality of roads, there are 
other factors further contributing to low reliability and efficiency of roads such as lack of 
alternate routes, frequent strikes, existing transport syndicates and others.   

 
 
 

                                                 
7 Country Overview 2012, World Bank 
8
 Country Overview, World Bank, 2012 

9 The World Economic Forum’s annual publication, the Global Competitiveness Report of 2011-2012 
10 Nepal Investment Climate, 2007 
11 Doing Business Report, 2012 
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A. Policies and strategies 
 
25. The Road subsector continues to be guided by National Transport Policy 2001 and 
Local Infrastructure Development Policy 2004.  It recognizes the need for connecting all the 
districts of the country as well as developing and extending a local network with the sole aim 
of allowing people to reach to the motorable all season road head within 4 hours and 2 hours 
walk in Hills/Mountains and Terai respectively. 
 
26. The development and extension of the Strategic Road Network is based on Strategic 
Road Master Plan, 2004 and Priority Investment Plan, PIP (2007).  In addition, the District 
Transport Master Plan has been instrumental in guiding the selection and construction of 
District Roads.  The Government has also accorded highest priority to developing 
sustainable and environmentally friendly roads by mobilizing the communities and specially 
disadvantaged groups (Dalit, Women, Indigenous etc) in districts for their active participation 
in planning, designing and maintaining local roads.       
 
27. Private Financing in Build and Operate in Infrastructure Act, 2063 and Regulation, 
2064 provide legal instruments for attracting private sector investments in the road 
subsector. The government has listed several infrastructure projects, including Kathmandu 
Terai Fast Track, to be executed under this Act but desired progress is yet to be achieved.  
A recently published white paper on Public Private Partnership12 (PPP) has listed several 
constraints in ensuring the private sector investment in the infrastructures in Nepal.      
 
28. In order to ensure adequate and sustainable funding for road maintenance, Roads 
Board Nepal was established in 2002.   With a review of the current institutional 
arrangement, a revision to the Act has been proposed and it was under consideration in the 
Parliament.  However, with the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly, the process will 
have to be re-initiated once a new Parliament is instated.     
 
29. A Three Year Plan (TYP) for 2010/11 to 2012/2013 was approved by the 
Government in 2011. The TYP has identified road subsector as one of the seven key sectors 
for increasing the investment to ensure the availability and continuity of the essential 
services for the people.  The TYP aims to connect all the remaining four district 
headquarters (Humla, Dolpa, Mugu and Manang) by road.  The three year target for the road 
subsector (SRN) is to construct additional 1,493 km, upgrade 3,752 km and apply periodic 
maintenance to 3,600 km of road network.  Additionally, construction of 200 bridges has 
been targeted to be completed within the current Three Year Plan period.   
 
30. The major focus of the TYP program is targeted to a) upgrading of 25 feeder roads to 
District Head Quarters to bituminous standards, b) track opening of 8 North South Trade 
Route between India and China, c) track opening of remaining part of Mid Hill Highway and 
improvement, d) upgrade of the existing SRN to subsequent gravel or bituminous standards, 
e) improvement & upgrading of 640 km of Postal Highway and f) construction of additional 
200 bridges. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
12

 White Paper on PPP, National Planning Commission, 2011 
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B. Overview of the Department of Roads 
 
1. Organization Structure 

 
31. Present organizational system of Department of Roads had been introduced in 
2050/6/21, in which all District Road Offices were reduced to 25 Division Road Offices as a 
basic implementation unit for the clustered group of districts.  New units were created under 
the Planning Branch such as Geo - Environment Unit (GEU), Monitoring & Evaluation Unit 

(MEU), and Road subsector Skills Development Unit (RSSDU).  Recently, the Department 
has established Bridge Project Office under the Director General to coordinate overall 
development and management of bridges in SRN network.  A Road Asset Management 
Office has also been created but without much activity.  The details of the organization have 
been depicted on the following chart.  Roads under ADB support is looked after by ADB 
Directorate directly under the Director General.   

 
2. DoR Vision 

 
32. Managing Roads for National Integration and Socio-Economic Development" is the 
vision for Department of Roads in Nepal.  The overall goal is to contribute in achieving 
sustainable socio-economic development by providing safe affordable public road 
infrastructure services through building of a cost-effective, efficient and reliable road network 
system.  At the end of its plan period, the 20 year Master Plan for Strategic Road Network 
envisages the following outcomes from the implementation of the proposed road program: 

(i) Motorable access to all the 75 District Headquarters in the country with 
Bituminous sealed road to almost all District HQ; 

(ii) Doubling of the length of the present Strategic Road Network with a target 
road density of 15 km per 10,000 populations. 

(iii) Ensuring more than 95 percent of SRN is in a good/fair annual condition; 
(iv) Substantially reduce the walking distance from 13 days to 3 days in extreme 

cases to reach the motor-head in High Himalayas & Mountains; and reducing 
the walking distance to 4 hours to reach motor-head in Terai and Hills; 

(v) Establishment and functioning of Autonomous Road Agency to manage 
central road network with increased level of user's involvement; 

(vi) Establishment and functioning of monitoring system for an effective and 
efficient service delivery through an independent annual user's satisfaction 
survey; and 

(vii) Substantial reduction in accidents rate. 

DoR Organization 
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C. Sector Progress  
 
33. At the end of the Three Year Interim Plan TYIP (2007 – 2010)13, 19,683 km of all 
weather roads have been constructed out of which 10,835 km of roads have been 
categorized as extended Strategic Road Network (SRN).  Only 55 % of the SRN roads are 
paved with bitumen or gravel.  Around 400 km of roads per year were constructed during the 
past three year period.  The road construction target has exceeded the annual target of PIP.       
 
34. There has been a steady increase in vehicle population14 at an average annual rate 
of 17% over the last five years.   During the same period, the growth rate for truck fleet was 
an average of 8.5% per annum while the growth rate for the motorcycle was 12%.   The total 
vehicle population in the country now stands at 1.17 million which is a two fold increase from 
what it was 5 years ago.  Motorcycles are the major constituents of vehicle population and 
stands at over 76 % of total registered vehicles in Nepal.      
 
35. Noticeable growth of traffic at the highway location adjacent to the urban centers has 
been recorded15 with significant presence of motorcycles.  East West Highway and some 
North South Highway have recorded some growth but it is not consistent.  There have not 
been any noticeable changes in traffic growth in feeder roads.  41% of SRN still has traffic 
level below 100 VPD (excluding motorcycles) and 33% of SRN has traffic level below 50 
VPD (excluding motorcycles)16.   Significant percentage of trucks carrying goods still return 
empty.  This has contributed to some extent in keeping the transport cost high.   

 
D. Road Maintenance 
 
36. Roads Board Nepal is responsible for managing road maintenance fund.   Currently, 
it is funding the routine/recurrent maintenance17 of around 5,900 km of SRN, 500 km of 
urban roads and around 1300 km of district roads.  In addition to the routine/recurrent it has 
also been funding 700 km of periodic maintenance of SRN for the last two years.  The 
resources are spread over to the entire SRN.  There is a need of allocating maintenance 
resources according to the network usage.  Asset Management is yet to be applied in SRN.      
 
37. Based on the Annual Pavement Surface Condition Survey18 carried out in late 2011, 
6.7% of highways, 15% of feeder roads and 30% of urban roads need urgent repair as they 
fall under the category of poor roads.     

 
E. Sector Financial 

Management 
 
38. Road subsector 
expenditures19 have increased 
significantly over the last five years. 
Capital expenditure on roads 
accounted for around 7.0% of total 
government expenditure in the last 5 

                                                 
13 

Three Year Plan (2011-2013), National Planning Commission 
14 

Vehicle Registration Data: Department of Transport Management, GoN. 
15 

Final Report Traffic, Surface Distress and Road Roughness Surveys on SRN, FY 2011, Volume I Traffic 
Volume and Vehicle Count,  Main Report, DoR, April 2012 

15
 Final Report Traffic, Surface Distress and Road Roughness Surveys on SRN, FY 2011, Volume I Traffic 
Volume and Vehicle    Count, Main Report, DoR, April 2012 

17
 Source: Roads Board Nepal 

18 
Final Report Traffic, Surface Distress and Road Roughness Surveys on SRN, FY 2011, Volume II,  Main 
Report, DoR, April 2012  

19
 Economic Survey, Ministry of Finance, GoN 
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years (Figure 1). In FY2013 road subsector expenditure was NRs. 25.9 billion (US$ 288 
million).    
 
39. Over the last five years resource allocation to Roads Board for road maintenance has 
increased from NRs.  330 million (US $ 3.75 million) in the fiscal year 2005/06 to NRs.  2,518 
million (US$ 28.6 million) in the fiscal year 2010/1011.    
 
40. The annual road subsector expenditures record20 shows that a significant amount of 
reallocation of money to the projects has taken place during the last trimester of the fiscal 
year.  Over the last three years, this trend of reallocation is increasing.  Accordingly, 8.87% 
of annual allocation in fiscal year 2008/09, 15.16% in 2009/10 and 29.33% in 2010/11 were 
reallocated21 to other projects.  This raises the concern regarding the efficiency of the 
budgetary planning and money thus spent.     

 
F. Sector Performance over the last Three Years  
 
41. A recent study22 carried out by DoR has estimated that there has been an 
improvement in accessibility in Hills from 58% in 2006 to 60.% in 2011 and in Terai from 
94% in 2006 to 96.3% in 2011 with an overall accessibility of 80% of the population reaching 
motorable paved road (all weather) within 4 hrs in Hills and 2 hrs in Terai.    
 
42. Against the TYP target, the work progress over the last two years is not encouraging.   
Based on the progress achieved for periodic maintenance (476 km in 2009/10, 724 km in 
2010/2011 and proposed program of 665 km for this fiscal year 2011/12), it seems that it will 
be difficult to achieve the TYP target in time.  In 2010/2011, out of 724 km of periodic 
maintenance target, the progress achieved was only 30 percent.   
 
43. Transport sector expenditures23 have increased fourfold over the last five years.  
However, serious questions are being raised on the capacity of road agencies in spending 
and managing the allocated resources efficiently and effectively.  Lately, it has also been 
observed that the resources which were allocated at the beginning of the fiscal year to the 
specific targeted programs have been diverted to the non planned programs at the end of 
the fiscal year due to large under spending.   
 
44. Timely procurement and transparency continues to be the issue affecting the timely 
project delivery. Public Procurement Monitoring Office (PPMO) has been mandated to 
monitor and intervene in the cases where the procurement entity has failed to make 
procurement process consistent with the standard guidelines and procedures. PPMO has its 
own constraints as it lacks capacity and larger exposure to the procurement process. The 
frequent transfer of the higher officials is hindering the process of strengthening PPMO.     

 
G. Status on Public Financial Management, Procurement and Corruption 
 
45. From time to time, the assessment of PFM, procurement, and corruption assessment 
has been carried out with the support of bilateral and multilateral development agencies. The 
scale and magnitude of the study has varied depending upon the availability of resources. A 
Joint Review on “Cases of collusion and intimidation in public procurement – a way forward 
to mitigate risks of collusion and intimidation” was carried out by the Government of Nepal 
(GON) in close collaboration with the Asian Development Bank (ADB), Department for 
International Development (DfID) and the World Bank (WB) in June 2009.  The study has 

                                                 
20

Annual Road subsector Expenditures Record, Ministry of Physical Planning, Works and Transport Management 
21

 Annual Budget Expenditures, MoPPWTMTM 
22

 DoR study on accessibility, April 2012 
23 

Economic Survey, Ministry of Finance, GoN 
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identified instances of collusion at each and every stage of the project preparation and 
procurement.  The recommendations that were made at that time still remain valid.    
 
46. The Parliament approved the Public Procurement Act (PPA), 2007 on January 2007 
and the GoN issued the Public Procurement Regulations (PPR) on August 2007 and 
established a new framework for regulating, managing, executing, and overseeing 
procurement in Nepal.  Enforcement of the Act is expected to maintain transparency in 
public procurement as the Act has incorporated many disclosure provisions including the 
right to know the results of the awards.  The Act also aims to harmonize the country's 
procurement procedures with international standards so that the donor community's 
confidence in government's procurement procedures can be enhanced.  The Act is expected 
to bring uniformity in laws to be followed by donor community as they currently follow their 
own procedures when it comes to inviting tenders and awarding contracts for development 
projects.   
 
47. Nepal signed the United Nations Anti-Corruption Treaty in 2003 that was ratified by 
the government in 2004, with a commitment of introducing a relevant Act in order to fight 
corruption. The National Vigilance Center (NVC) was established in August 2002, as per 
Chapter 4 of the Corruption Control Act, 2002, under the direct supervision and control of the 
Office of the Prime Minister and the Council of Ministers. The NVC focuses on corruption 
prevention, monitoring, and assessment of service delivery effectiveness. 
 
48. The Corruption Control Act, 2002 and the Commission for the Investigation of Abuse 
of Authority (CIAA) Act 2002 deal with corruption issues in Nepal.  Curbing corruption has 
been featured prominently in various political agreements since 2006, including the 2006 
Interim Constitution.  Besides the new Procurement Act, new legislations with anticorruption 
provisions have been enacted in recent years—the Promoting Market Competition Act, 
2006; Right to Information Act, 2007; Special Court Act, 2002 (amended in 2007); and Anti-
Money Laundering Act, 2008. Nonetheless, corruption remains to be a key governance 
challenge as legislative compliance is weak and anticorruption organizations lack 
consistency in terms of jurisdiction and also suffer from low capacity. 

  
IV. Findings 

 
49. Road subsector is one of the very important infrastructures that have been accorded 
the highest priority in plan outlays and in resource allocation.  The sector is highly vulnerable 
as it not only deals with the people’s aspirations but also with the execution of construction 
contracts involving huge payments paid to achieve targeted quality.   
 
50. In Nepal, procurement of construction contracts is becoming more and more 
challenging as the volume and size of contracts are increasing every year.  Over the years 
the size and volume of contracts financed under the government resources is increasing and 
is already at the range of US $6 to $8 million.  In case of multilateral financing, the size of the 
allowed Local Contracting Bidding (LCB) has increased three-fold from US $1 million to US 
$3 million24 over the last 15 years.  With the increase in size of contracts, the risk of 
executing contracts is correspondingly increasing.  In order to strengthen the procurement of 
construction contracts on a sound, transparent and competitive footing, there is a great need 
for identifying the risks and mitigating these at the early stages.     

 
 
 
 

                                                 
24

 In case of ADB, the threshold for national competitive bidding for Nepal is $1 million, while for transport sector 
it has recently increased to $ 3.0 million;   
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A. Country Systems  
 
1. Financial management and control 

 
51. The budget planning for the road subsector is carried out centrally.  The National 
Planning Commission decides on the limit for the fiscal budget for the sector and Ministry of 
Physical Planning, Works and Transport Management (MoPPWTM)/Department of Roads 
(DoR) carry out all exercises concerning the allocation to each road activity to be undertaken 
within that fiscal year.  The budget proposal for each activity gets finalized only after 
extensive negotiation with the Ministry of Finance.   Despite this extensive process, there are 
occasions when the final budget is announced, there are still some surprises with the 
inclusion of road projects not subjected to earlier discussion which makes its readiness 
questionable.      
 
52. The accounting system of the DoR is maintained on a cash basis, with expenditure 
maintained in a double-entry accounts system, and revenue accounting on a single-entry 
basis.  DoR records expenditures by budget items and revenue by item codes and reports to 
the Ministry of Physical Planning, Works and Transport Management (MPPWTM).  DoR 
transactions are recorded on historical cost.  DoR prepares a project annual financial 
statement, which incorporates all the financial activities carried out during the fiscal year.  
The statements are then reconciled at the Ministry before final statements are prepared.  All 
projects and implementation units are to lead in formulating the budget, obtaining the flow of 
accounting information for all project components, and reconciling and preliminarily auditing 
such information.  The project offices are required to submit monthly statements of 
expenditures to the Department within 7 days of the following month.   
 
53. The financial audit is carried out by the office of Auditor General.  Generally, it is 
done within six months from the end of the fiscal year.  Preliminary audit reports are shared 
with DoR and MoPPWTM for their comments.  Final reports are then submitted to the 
President of the country and passed over to the Parliament for examination, detailed 
discussion and suggestions regarding appropriate actions for the Government.   
 
54. As reported in the PEFA assessment25, the performance in terms of fiscal discipline, 
as applicable to road subsector still continues to be threatened by three major weaknesses: 
(i) lack of monitoring of fiscal risks (including those related to donor funding) is creating 
significant uncertainties; (ii) poor capital budget preparation and implementation weakens 
GON’s capacity to make the best use of existing fiscal space; and (iii) weak sector strategies 
prevent GON from managing the MTEF.   
 
55. The progress in strategic allocation of resources—through the MTEF, business 
plans, prioritization of projects for cash management—has somewhat realigned resources 
but falls short of its promise due to (i) weak capital budget preparation and implementation; 
(ii) insufficient reporting systems (in-year financial data and monitoring of outputs).  This is 
further compounded by lack of effective engagement at the political level. 
 
56. In the road subsector, the study has identified broadly the following risks in different 
dimensions.  The detail risk assessment is given in Annex D. 

 
2. Institutional Risks:  

 
57. Lack of strong commitments on timely implementation of road projects identified and 
prioritized under various plans26 has posed considerable risks in achieving the expected 

                                                 
25

 PEFA Assessment FY2005/6, Government of Nepal   
26

 Periodic Plans, 20-Year Strategic Master Plan, Priority Investment Plan 
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impact/outcome from this sector.  Arbitrary selection of road projects based on political 
pressures, inadequate in-depth study, insufficient budget planning, and procurement without 
firm commitment on continuation of resource allocation are some of the major issues in this 
sector.  Furthermore, roads have been subjected to higher investments without considering 
the risks associated, particularly the roads in hills/mountains where the migration trend is 
significant and premature failures exist due to prevailing adverse geological condition.   
 
58. In addition, the procurement entity not coming up with a procurement plan on time as 
envisaged by the act/regulation has harmed not only the objective of an early and timely 
procurement but also encouraged contractors to go into unethical practices to win a job 
(because of significant procurement occurring during the third trimester).  Projects are also 
suffering in terms of quality and services because of continued change in methods of works 
contract under various reasons including political pressure and the urge to live up to the 
expenditure target.  Other critical issues include annual program approval and the delegation 
of the authority down to the project level.  The procurement act/regulation has barred the 
project officials not to initiate any procurement without receiving proper authority.  This has 
caused delay in project execution. 
 
59. There is also a serious concern regarding projects that are initiated with limited 
resources but later, in the same fiscal year, funded significantly through budget reallocation.  
The trend of transfer of budgeted fund from one project head to others during third trimester 
has now reached almost 29 % of the initial allocation27. 
 
60. Donor funded projects continue to suffer from inadequate allocation of counterpart 
fund allocated at the time of annual budget release.  The obligation gets fulfilled only during 
the third trimester with supplemental funding provided there is unused allocation from other 
projects.  The Ministry of Finance is yet to overcome the problems regarding the adequate 
allocation of resources to the donor funded projects to ensure effective financial planning 
and management.     
 
61. Significant amount of work contracts are procured during the third trimester.  This has 
increased the risk of collusiveness among the contractors for jobs (works contracts) because 
of their desperation to maintain their technical eligibility to participate in future contracts. For 
the contract awarded in last trimester, there is also a strong need to review contract 
provision to incorporate damages, if any, and subsequent variation management, on the 
road activities implemented following the monsoon period (monsoon falls within the third 
trimester).     
 
62. Lack of uniformity and clarity on contractual arrangements has seriously hampered 
project management and outcomes.  This is an issue that needs urgent attention.  At 
present, one can find contractual arrangements that differ from project to project within the 
same department.  This is because a strong institutional support to the procurement of 
construction contracts is missing in the existing institutional set ups.  Although PPA and PPR 
have made mandatory for each office to have a procurement unit, a mechanism for the 
holistic support and facilitation for construction contract management is yet to be fully 
functional at DoR.   
 
63. PPA and PPR have made arrangements to use work norms approved by the Cabinet 
and, at the same time, have permitted the use of department-approved temporary work 
norms/interim norms after departmental approval within the respective department only.  In 
absence of proper documentation and departmental-wide sharing, project offices have often 
used different sets of temporary norms for the same work item but with different input that 
too within the same department.    

                                                 
27

 Annual budget expenditures, 2011, MoPPWTMTM 
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64. There is a provision under PPA/PPR to redress the grievances of the contractors for 
which they have to lodge complaints with PPMO by depositing 0.5 percent of the contract 
amount.  In case of reversal of decision, contractor forfeits the advance deposited.  Rarely, 
works contractor has made use of this facility.  On the other hand, they have been regularly 
approaching CIAA, NVC, Office of the Chief District officer, or even Judicial Court with their 
grievances for justice.  This seems to suggest likely institutional problem associated with 
PPMO.    
 
65. Discretionary practices in interpreting and provisioning in procurement document 
prepared and approved under procurement act and regulation are still prevalent.  Federation 
of Contractor Association (FCAN) has raised this issue several times with the government to 
make necessary revision of relevant legal instruments but to no avail. 

 
3. Organizational Risks:  

 
66. The absence of an Integrated Transport Master Plan is hindering the effective and 
efficient development of complementary and supplementary transport networks in the 
country.  Interventions have been made to assess the sector’s compliance of the targeted 
standards with technical audit but the monitoring on follow up actions are yet to be taken up 
effectively.  The selection of road projects without proper feasibility studies and without 
effective participation of stakeholders on design and implementation has raised serious 
concerns regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of service delivery.  In addition, absence 
of functional classification of road hierarchy has limited the scope of implementing asset 
management effectively.   
 
67. Since the introduction of e-submission, low bidding has become a standard practice 
among contractors in the sector.  Earlier the contracts used to get monopolized by a handful 
of people under politically supervised cartelling.  This cartelling practice has now been partly 
addressed by e-submission but has given rise to low bidding with attendant problems.  This 
low bidding is also associated with lack of capacity of construction industry in the country.   
 
68. Road agency (DoR) is suffering from a shortage of human resource to manage its 
mandated road network.  Furthermore, the continued engagement of central road agency in 
local roads is undermining the DoR capacity to managing the mandated road network 
effectively.         
 
69. In absence of a strict departmental guideline to proceed with procurement planning, 
the DoR has not been able to maintain uniformity in the procurement process.  This has 
caused delay and unnecessary disputes.  The report of the Auditor General has indicated 
serious lapses in the area of records keeping, compliance of Procurement Rules, and 
unauthorized expenditures in the sector. 
 
70. The institutional capacity of the Public Procurement Monitoring Office (PPMO), the 
lead procurement regulator and an independent complaints review authority, is limited.  The 
PPMO is also sometimes bypassed by the Council of Ministers28.  There is an absence of 
officials in GoN with significant experience and/or expertise in managing, regulating, 
executing, and overseeing procurement—especially at sub-national levels.  Mechanisms to 
monitor implementation and performance, including efficient and reliable communication 
systems for timely reporting of procurement actions/status and instilling the culture of regular 
reporting is not effective.  Furthermore, high turnout of officials including the PPMO chief 

                                                 
28

 Example: The raising of the threshold from Rs.  3.5 million to Rs.  6.0 million on works to be performed by the 
community user's groups was decided by the Council of Ministers without consultation with the PPMO. 
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over the last five years of its existence is raising serious concern on its effective functioning 
and timely delivery of services.   
 
71. There is a relatively limited degree of integration of procurement plans into the overall 
financial management system.  Many grey areas, related to transparency and corruption in 
procurement, are apparent in the transport sector.  Wide gap between number of bids 
submitted and the number purchased, successful bid being close to the budgeted provision 
(despite budget being confidential), and contractor’s submitting falsified documents are 
some of the evidence that suggest a strong nexus or collaboration between project 
personnel and the contractor29.    
 
72. In the past, bid submission and opening was a stressful moment for project 
managers in the country.  Final bid submission and opening was often managed by 
undesired elements under the sponsorship of political masters.  With the introduction of e-
submission, the process has become simpler but downloading the e-submitted bids is still a 
challenge as network accessibility remains an issue.   
 
73. The bid evaluation committees normally take a longer time than specified in the 
Public Procurement Regulations (PPR) to complete the evaluation process, resulting in 
unnecessary delay in awarding contracts.  The issues that need to be addressed to enable a 
committee to arrive at impartial, quick and transparent decisions are (i) devising means of 
verification of authenticity of submitted documents; (ii) acquiring information on works on-
hand for estimating total work load; (iii) maintaining secrecy of the evaluation process; and 
(iv) resisting political pressures that favor a particular contractor. 
 
74. The evaluation committee is mandated with the preparation and approval of their own 
Terms of Reference before the commencement of the evaluation.  In absence of such ToR, 
the process is becoming lengthy and gets more controversial as time passes by30.  
Generally, a similar problem is also prevalent in the selection of consulting firms.  Such 
delays also lead to premature disclosure of information.   
 
75. Achieving the timely completion of project with targeted quality and stipulated budget 
has become a major challenge to project management.  The construction projects in Nepal 
have lately suffered greatly in terms of cost overrun, time overrun and quality.  By not 
delivering project benefits on time, roads have not been proven effective for stimulating 
economic growth, improving social wellbeing and developing the target areas.   On the 
whole, the identified project management issues are broadly categorized under the following 
five areas: 

(i) Preconstruction management: Project establishment, social and 
environmental clearance;  

(ii) Preparation of contract document: Contract packaging, application of 
standard norms, availability of construction materials, description of BOQ 
items;     

(iii) Procurement: Procurement notice, buying and submission of bids, 
evaluation, contract award; 

(iv) Project implementation: Handing over of construction sites and working 
drawings; maintaining proper record of the project activities; monitoring and 
evaluation of construction contracts; and technical and managerial 
competence of the project management team, contractors and consultants; 
and, 

(v) Post-construction management: Project completion report, maintenance.   
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76. In absence of a corporate culture in the construction industry, contractors are seeking 
more patronage from the government.  This is evident from time to time when they make 
their petition to the government for ensuring adequate works to them by creating a favorable 
condition.  The local construction industry is weak partly due to the unstable business 
environment and also due to the prevalent institutionalization of corruption in the public 
sphere.  The situation is further aggravated by an environment of impunity that has persisted 
in recent years.  The unstable business environment and situation of impunity has also bred 
an atmosphere that is conducive to cartelism and collusion without which it is difficult for 
contractors to get their hands on available contracts. 

 
4. Subsector Operational and Maintenance Risks:  

 
77. With the absence of a clear strategy on outsourcing jobs to the private sector, DoR 
organization is suffering from a shortage of human resources to manage and maintain roads 
effectively.  Performance based maintenance contracts on pilot basis were tried in the past 
but the desired results could not be achieved.  The lack of capacity both in DoR and 
contractor is partly responsible for less-than-expected outcome of this innovative initiative.   
 
78. The work norm of contractors is also considered a risk in effective management of 
road maintenance.  In Nepal, the construction contractors’ norm are based on mass work, 
which is not practical for road maintenance because the nature of road maintenance work 
requires the contractor to carry out his work at isolated spots. 
 
79. Inadequate allocation of resources is still an issue for maintenance.  Recently, the 
allocation has been increased but still insufficient to cover all the required maintenance 
activities in time.  This is reflected in the deteriorating condition as described in Road 
maintenance (sub heading 3.4). The percentage of road needing urgent 
rehabilitation/reconstruction has been increasing.     
 
80. DoR’s human resource remains the same as that approved in 1993, even though 
work volume and budget allocation have increased by several folds. 
 
81. Severe stress due to overloaded vehicles is major concern on sustainability of the 
road structures considering the maintenance practices adopted.  It is causing the early 
deterioration of the riding surface and reducing the economic life of the pavement.  Although 
the policy for axle load control has been framed, revision of the laws to that effect is yet to be 
approved.   
 
82. Timely availability of land for road construction projects to start is still an issue.  
Several cases have been recorded where the affected persons disagreed with the 
compensation amount offered and refused to vacate their lands.  The compensation amount 
is decided by the committee headed by Chief District Officer.  Under the legal provision, 
once the notice to proceed with the land acquisition published, the Government takes the 
ownership of the land.  The affected persons have option to go for appeal to the Home 
Ministry for the revision of the decision but they often refuse to do it in order to put pressure 
on the projects thereby causing delays.   
 
83. Asset management is another critical area for the sustainability and the preservation 
of road assets.  The delay in establishing asset management practices in DoR is hampering 
effective implementation of road asset management plan. 

 
5. Corruption  

 
84. Corruption is often blamed as one of the chief causes of Nepal's underdevelopment.  
It is believed to be widespread, having different manifestations, and practiced at all levels of 
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the society.  A recent study31 indicates that “Informal practices of governance are prevalent 
and sustain corruption in Nepal”.  The Nepalese business and contracting sector is one of 
those most seriously affected.  The contractors themselves, the politicians, government 
officials, and to some extent, even consumers are to be blamed for this deplorable condition 
as they are all working hands in globe.  Different forms of infrastructure-related corruption 
add greatly to the cost of doing business (construction work) in Nepal.  In addition, it reduces 
the quality and value of goods and services available to consumers, and deprives the 
government of much needed revenue.   
 
85. This has severely damaged the reputation of Nepalese contractors.  Anticorruption 
initiatives have so far focused mostly on corrupt government officials and politicians.  Little 
attention has been given to clamping down on corrupt practices of contractors and 
addressing the problems of contract-related corruption. 
 
86. In road subsector, corruption is a topic much talked about in media as well as in 
society.  Nepal is not the exception to the global perception of the corruption in this sector.  
There are some issues which directly or indirectly have been the source for promoting 
corrupt practices.  These issues are: 

(i) Lack of conformity between the technical and financial qualification 
provisioned in the bid document and the actual requirement for the job; 

(ii) Interpretation of relevant clauses of PPA/PPR based on subjective judgment;  
(iii) Interest free mobilization payment to the contractors without laying down strict 

conditions for work’s progress and performance; 
(iv) Lack of institutional back-up to verify the contractors ability to perform the job 

with required human resources and construction equipments; 
(v) Lack of adequate quality audit and follow up measures; 
(vi) Construction industry including national consulting engineering firms lacking 

business integrity and quality management plan contributing to the high 
turnout of professional staff; 

(vii) Lack of effective coordination at policy level causing difficulty in proper 
verification of expenditures incurred in local roads where the responsibility 
overlaps between DoR and DoLIDAR;   

(viii) Lack of effective means to authenticate the submitted bid documents; and, 
(ix) Insufficient work supervision, progress monitoring and reporting (including 

sharing of database with stakeholders for transparency). 
  

B. ADB project systems 
 
1. ADB’s road subsector strategy  

 
87. Over the last 40 years of ADB’s engagement in transport sector32, ADB has 
contributed to the improvement/rehabilitation and maintenance of around 1600 km of 
Strategic Road Network in Nepal.  The current engagement includes an additional 520 km of 
SRN improvement.   ADB has played a significant role in promoting regionally balanced and 
inclusive economic growth by improving connectivity and mobility at national, regional and 
district levels. 
 
88. In order to ensure equitable geographical coverage, ADB is focusing on rehabilitating 
and improving SRN in Eastern Hills whereas World Bank is concentrating on Western Hills 
of the country. 
 

                                                 
31 Corruption and Anti‐Corruption in Nepal: Lessons Learned and Possible Future Initiatives, Sarah Dix, NORAD, June 2011 
32 Over the last 40 years, the total support provided by ADB in transport sector including civil aviation, amounts around US $ 

500 million.   
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89. The major support of ADB has been focused on strengthening the connectivity to 
promote balance economic growth and development and subsequently help to reduce social 
inequality.  In addition, ADB has supported government initiatives to promote public-private 
partnership, regional cooperation, and social inclusiveness in the road subsector, besides 
sustainable transport initiative especially in the field of urban transport.  ADB has continued 
to support the development and management of SRN based on the 20 Year Master Plan 
and Priority Investment Plan.  .   

 
2. Financial management and implementation 

 
90. MPPWTM, the designated Executing Agency (EA) for projects related to road 
subsector, is responsible for formulating and guiding road subsector activities to meet 
objectives and targets outlined in the national development plans and policies and has the 
overall responsibility for ADB funded projects.  The Implementing Agency (IA), primarily the 
Department of Roads (DoR) is the leading agency in projects related to the road subsector.  
Within DoR, ADB Project Directorate is responsible for managing and supervising the 
projects under ADB funding.   
 
91. The projects under ADB assistance are listed under priority projects confirming 
MTEF that assures timely release of funds.  The responsibility of DoR is to allocate adequate 
resources to the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) established under ADB Project 
Directorate of DoR.  Project accounts and financial statements are prepared on formats 
acceptable to Government and ADB requirements.  The Auditor General’s (AGO) Office of 
Nepal, which is considered an independent auditor for ADB’s purpose, is assigned to audit 
project accounts and financial statements annually.  Generally, the obligation of a project is 
to submit audited reports to ADB within 9 months of the end of the fiscal year.  A project 
management report system established in ADB Project Directorate is responsible to 
generate reports on project progress, procurement, inventory, and others.   
 
92. For the disbursement of fund, an imprest account is maintained at Nepal Rastra 
Bank.  The Ministry of Finance (MOF) allocates annual budgets to the Project as envisaged 
in the annual work plan and as agreed on between the Government and ADB.  The imprest 
accounts are established, managed, and liquidated in accordance to ADB's Loan 
Disbursement Handbook.  Statement-of expenditure (SOE) procedures are to reimburse 
eligible expenditures and to liquidate advances made into the imprest account in accordance 
with the guidelines.  The implementing agency coordinates the timely release of funds.   
 
93. The risks have been identified arising out of the issues concerning ADB funded 
projects in Nepal.  The issues concerning ADB funded projects with potential risk 
consequences are mainly: 

(i) Lessons learned not incorporated in subsequent ADB projects (for example,  
project experience and lessons learned from RNDP, Belbari Chauharwa road 
subproject, not fully incorporated in subsequent follow-on project, STEP 
Belbari Chauharwa Road subproject33);    

(ii) Under-deployment of supervisory staff for works demanding high quality 
standards34; 

(iii) Project financial audit not being submitted to ADB in stipulated time; 
(iv) Delay in addressing issues raised in financial audit; 
(v) Project savings not acknowledged in time; and, 
(vi) Technical audit not mandatory to all projects. 

 

                                                 
33 
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3. Project procurement systems 
 
94. Project procurement is carried out as per the agreement reached between ADB and 
the Government and is guided by the procurement plan agreed between the 
executing/implementing agency and ADB during the time of negotiation.  Generally, National 
Competitive Bidding (NCB) is carried out in accordance with PPA/PPR and the International 
Competitive Bidding (ICB) is carried out in accordance with both ADB procurement guideline 
and PPA/PPR. 
 
95. All works contracts come under the review of ADB management before it is awarded 
to the contractor.  The contracts are thoroughly examined for the compliance of the 
guidelines, relevant rules and regulations.  NCB contracts are subjected to post review while 
ICB contracts are subjected to prior review at all level of procurement.  So far there has been 
no instance, where the road subsector contract has been stated as mis-procured contract 
and thus rejected35.   
 
96. In road subsector ADB has allowed a limit of US $ 3.0 million for NCB contracts.  The 
allowable limit for the country (i.e. for sectors other than transport) still stands at US $ 1.0 
million.  This is in recognition on part of ADB to project’s capability on handling procurement 
of such large size national contracts.  All contracts above US $ 3.0 million are subjected to 
International Contract Bidding (ICB).  However, in road subsector, the lack of accountability 
of individual partners in joint venture contract arrangement has been emerging as risk 
elements with some adverse effect on contract management.   

 
4. Corruption  

 
97. ADB emphasizes and attaches great importance on accountability for public officials, 
and transparency and predictability in government operations as critical principles in the fight 
against corruption36.  The policy’s emphasis upon strengthening the essential prerequisites 
for effective public administration is designed to ensure that the fundamental building blocks 
for transparent, predictable and accountable administration are in place.  More specifically 
ADB’s approach to address issues of corruption is based on three basic objectives; i) 
supporting competitive markets and transparent and accountable public administration; ii) 
supporting promising anticorruption efforts and enhancing quality dialogue with Developing 
Member Countries (DMCs); and iii) ensuring that ADB projects and staff adhere to the 
highest financial and ethical standards.   
 
98. ADB has a strong institutional mechanism for receiving complaints on corruption.  
ADB encourages public and concerned stakeholders to report concerns or evidence that 
corruption, fraud, coercion, collusion, abuse, conflict of interest, or obstructive practice may 
have occurred or is occurring related to any ADB-financed activity to the Office of 
Anticorruption and Integrity (OAI) of ADB, Manila.  Allegations may be reported with 
attribution or anonymously.  However, anonymous reports are much harder to investigate as 
it may be more difficult to ascertain the truth; anyone making an allegation is encouraged to 
provide some means that will allow OAI to communicate with him or her. 
 
99. ADB has a strict policy to control information concerning the identity of a complainant 
and it will not be released to other ADB staff or to anyone outside ADB without the consent 
of the complainant. 
 
100. In Nepal, ADB funded road projects often faces delay in execution due to anonymous 
complaints made to the investigating agencies including CIAA, NVC, District Administration 
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 Information received from ADB Project Directorate 
36

 R151-95: Governance: Sound Development Management, August 1995. 
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and PPMO.  Sometime it has been found that complaints are made intentionally to put the 
project on hold.  Being very prone to corruption, the sector faces challenges in meeting the 
standards of transparency, and hence, bad publicity for the project.   

 
C. Current Initiatives  
 
101. Government has taken series of initiative to strengthen the governance practices in 
the transport sector. These initiatives include i) Strengthening monitoring system with the 
introduction of Managing for Developing Results (MfDR); ii) developing follow up mechanism 
on monitoring of the compliance of technical audit issues; and iii) proposed revision for 
Public Procurement Act/Regulations. In order to address the human resource need of the 
Department of Roads, a draft proposal has been developed and it is under active 
consideration of the Ministry of Physical Planning, Works and Transport Management.    

 
V. Donor Engagement  

 
A. Current and planned donor support and financing mechanism 

 
Table 1: Ongoing projects 

Road Program 
 

Donor 
Support 

Financing 
mechanism 

Major activities 

Road Connectivity Sector 
Project, RCSP1 

ADB ($ 55.2 million) - 
ADB 
 

SRN of about 320 km rehabilitated under 
RCSP1 
 

Transport Project 
Preparatory Facility 

ADB ($12 million) - ADB 
 

Advanced project preparatory activities 
for improving or upgrading about 900 km 
safety enhancement of TIA, upgrading of 
4 remote district airports 
 

Sub-regional Transport 
Enhancement Project, 
STEP 

ADB ($ 49 million) - ADB 
 

SRN, including of sub-regional corridors 
of about 200 km rehabilitated or 
upgraded 

Kathmandu Sustainable 
Urban Transport Project 

ADB US $ 30.7 million  
 

 

Road subsector 
Development Project 
(RSDP): 

World Bank 42.6 million US$.- 
IDA and 8 million 
GoN 
Additional financing 
of 75 million US $ - 
IDA and 50.5 million 
GoN 

Road improvement and upgrading in Mid 
West and Far West Region 

Bridge Improvement and 
Maintenance Program 
Support 

World Bank US $ 60 million IDA 
and 40 million GoN 

Construction and management of bridges 
on Strategic Road Network 

Banepa-Sindhuli Road (B P 
Highway) Project: 

Japan Total Grant Project started in 2001 due for 
completion in 2014. 

Tarai Roads Program: 
 

India (bilateral 
grant) 

Total Grant 1450 km of Tarai roads will be improved 
to bituminous standards in three phases.  
First phases of 651 km under road 
improvement 

Syaprubeshi – Rasuwagadi 
Road: 

China Total Grant Construction is Syapribeshi Rasuwagadi 
Road scheduled to complete by October 
2012. 
        

 Road Improvement 
Project: 

India (bilateral 
loan under 
Exim Bank of 
India) 

Loan US $ 60 
million 

The aim of the project is to upgrade 464 
km of existing earthen/gravel road to 
sealed gravel standards of SRN 
connecting 8 District Head Quarters. 
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Table 2: Pipeline projects 
Road Program Donor Support Financing 

mechanism 
Major activities 

Strategic Road 
Improvement Project -
2013 

ADB ($ 70 million) 186 km of Strategic Roads improved or 
upgraded under Strategic Road 
Improvement Project 
 

Road Improvement 
Project II 

India (bilateral 
loan under Exim 
Bank of India – 
second trench)  

50 – 100 million  List of roads to be improved-finalized 

 
B. Summary of recent ADB's engagement and lessons learned 

 
1. ADB's recent engagement 

 

102. ADB has played a significant role in promoting regionally balanced and inclusive 
economic growth by improving connectivity and mobility at national, regional and district 
levels.  The programs supported by ADB continue to perform better following the 
establishment of an effective monitoring mechanism at the executing agency.   
 

103. The recently concluded Sub-regional Transport Facilitation Project is one of the latest 
examples of successful completion, that too within the initially targeted project period.  There 
has been a marked improvement in minimizing the gaps between the implementation and 
loan approval period.  The fact that 100 % of the works contract was awarded in case of 
Sub-regional Transport Enhancement Project (STEP) within 12 months of loan/grant 
approval is a remarkable feat.    

 
2. Lessons learned37 

 

104. Effective orientation programs on project approaches, implementation modalities, 
and the roles of stakeholders contributed to successful project implementation.  
Implementation partners should be well informed of the approaches and strategies of the 
project prior to implementation. 
 

105. To ensure involvement of all joint venture partners in contract implementation, it 
would be necessary to review the threshold for ICB and NCB contracts for road construction 
works to have fair competition among the bidders. 
 

106. Project preparatory facility could be an effective mechanism to ensure high readiness 
of the project before it is subjected to approval.   
 

107. Advanced procurement for works is possible and it can be done within the stipulated 
time.  Sub-regional Transport Enhancement Project has demonstrated this case.     
 

108. A timely review and study of construction method need to be carefully undertaken 
during the design phase to avoid changes during the implementation.   The timeframe, 
working season, and site analysis should be considered prior to award of contract to ensure 
timely completion of the contracts. 
 

109. Timely monitoring with the involvement of all stakeholders helps to keep the project 
on track.   
 
110. The government needs to institutionalize a safeguard system within the 
organizational framework of the project, particularly during implementation, for effective 
monitoring and supervision of and timely compliance with safeguard covenants38. 

                                                 
37

 Also partly drawn from various ADB project completion reports   
38

 Completion Report, Sub-regional Transport Facilitation Project , ADB, Number: 37027,December 2011  
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VI. Summary Risks Matrix 
 

 Risk Identified 
 
 

Likely 
 

Relatively 
Serious 

Not 
Mitigated 
Over CPS 

Period 

Major 
Risk 

 

 
Country Systems 
 
Public 
Financial 
Management 

Inadequate capital budget preparation. √ √ √ √ 
Deficient budget management (allocation, 
reallocation and counterpart funding). 

√ √ √ √ 

Absence of integrated transport master plan. √ √ √ √ 
Absence of road asset management. √ √ √ √ 
Lack of integrated information system and 
reporting. 

√ √ √ √ 

Others  Inappropriate selection of road projects. √ √ √ √ 
Lack of project Readiness assessment. √ √ √ √ 
Weak stakeholder’s participation.     
Traditional human resource management 
(including responsibility delineation between 
DoR and DoLIDAR in respect of local roads in 
practice). 

√ √   

Deficient service delivery. √ √   
Overloading & road safety. √ √   
Social safeguard (land acquisition). √ √   
Lack of adequate human resource in DoR. √ √ √ √ 

Procurement 
 

Lack of project procurement plan.  √ √   
Inappropriate procurement timing.  √ √   
Disreputable bidding practices. √ √   
Inadequate contract design and management. √ √   
Inadequate contract variation management. √ √   
Inadequate grievances redressal system. √ √ √ √ 
Discretionary practices (in contract 
management).  

√ √√   

Compliance of Procurement Rules and 
Regulation. 

√    

Lack of capacity in private sector.  √ √ √  
Lack of proper use of bidding documents. √ √   
Risks originating from procurement.  
Practitioners.  

√ √ √ √ 

Lack of conformity between the technical and 
financial qualification provisioned in the bid 
document and the definite requirement for the 
job. 

√ √   

Interpretation of relevant clauses of PPA/PPR 
based on subjective judgment. 

√ √   

Interest free mobilization payment to the 
contractors without laying down strict 
conditions for work’s progress and 
performance. 

√ √ √ √ 

Lack of effective means to authenticate the 
submitted bid documents. 

√ √ √ √ 

Corruption Informal governance practices. √ √ √ √ 
Lack of institutional back-up to verify the 
contractor’s ability to perform the job with 
required human resources and construction 
equipments. 

√ √ √ √ 

Lack of adequate quality audit and follow up 
measures. 

√ √ √ √ 

Construction industry including national 
consulting engineering firms lacking business 
integrity and quality management plan 
contributing to the high turnout of professional 
staff. 

√ √ √ √ 
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 Risk Identified 
 
 

Likely 
 

Relatively 
Serious 

Not 
Mitigated 
Over CPS 

Period 

Major 
Risk 

 

Lack of effective coordination at policy level 
causing difficulty in proper verification of 
expenditures incurred in local roads where the 
responsibility overlaps between DoR and 
DoLIDAR. 

√ √   

Insufficient work supervision, progress 
monitoring and reporting (including sharing of 
database with stakeholders for transparency). 

√ √   

 
ADB Project Systems 
 
Financial 
Management 
 

Delayed submission of project audit report to 
ADB. 

√ √   

Delayed response to the audit objection raised 
by Office of the Auditor General. 

√    

Delayed reporting of financial management.  √    
Inadequate monitoring of project disbursement 
plan – timely monitored and reviewed.  

√ √   

Absence of timely acknowledgement of project 
savings. 

√    

Lack of mandatory provision for carrying out 
technical audit.   

√ √ √ √ 

Lack of monitoring, and follow up action on 
outcome of technical audit.  

√ √ √ √ 

Procurement 
 

Lack of matching bid capacity with bid value.  
(Selection of bid). 

√ √ √ √ 

Lack of Accountability of all partners in Joint 
venture contracts.  

√ √ √ √ 

Lack of full accountability to consultants and 
contractors for the quality of their work and 
their effect on project outputs. 

√ √ √ √ 

Inadequate design and monitoring framework 
with clear outcome and output statements, 
with specific and quantifiable performance 
indicators and timeframe. 

√ √   

Lack of uniformity on cost adjustment factors. √ √   
Corruption Large numbers of unsubstantiated complaints.  √ √   

Issuing multiple bid packages simultaneously 
(potential source of corruption). 

√ √   
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VII. RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 

Major Risks 
 

ADB Actions Indicators 

 
Country Systems 
 
Inadequate capital budget 
preparation. 

Support to DoR to strengthen budget 
preparatory activities. 

Gap between budgeted and 
actual expenditures reduced. 

Deficient budget management 
(allocation, reallocation and 
counterpart funding). 

Support to strengthen budget planning 
execution capability of DoR. 

Level of annual reallocation. 
Short fall of funds. 
(Source: Annual Expenditure 
Record) 
 

Absence of road asset 
management. 

Support to DoR to build up road asset 
management capability. 

Annual Surface Condition 
Survey Report 
% of road in good/fair 
condition. 

Lack of integrated information 
system and reporting. 

Support to DoR/MoPPWTM to establish 
functional integrated information system. 

Annual Progress Report 

Inappropriate selection of road 
projects. 

Support to strengthen MTEF and 
updating business plan. 

Coming TYP incorporates 
strong guideline on selection 
of road projects 
Project selection consistent 
with development plans 

Lack of project readiness 
assessment.  

Support to DoR to strengthen project 
planning activities 
Support to project preparatory facility 

Robust pipeline of project in 
place 
 

Weak stakeholder’s participation. Ensure participation at all levels. Record on consultations 
(openly accessible).  

Lack of adequate human 
resources in DoR. 

Ensure adequate human resources in 
DoR 

Annual Progress Report 

Lack of capacity in private sector. Ensure capacity build up of private sector  
Promote private sector involvement in 
road maintenance 

Annual Program 
Procurement Plan 

Risks originating from 
procurement practitioners. 

Support to develop guideline for 
procurement practitioners 
Ensure procurement practitioners follow 
guideline 
 

Guideline developed 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
Report 

Interest free mobilization payment 
to the contractors without laying 
down strict conditions for work’s 
progress and performance. 

Ensure full enforcement and monitoring 
of contractual provision 

Project Report 

Lack of effective means to 
authenticate the submitted bid 
documents. 

Ensure mechanism for quick 
verification/authentication  
Ensure effectiveness of blacklisting 
mechanism 

Project Evaluation Report 
Progress Report (PPMO) 
 

Inadequate grievances redressal 
system. 

Support to PPMO to strengthen its 
capability 

Nos.  of petition to PPMO  
(Annual Report) 
Judicial Court cases 

Informal governance practices. Support to awareness campaign 
Ensure identification and mitigation 
measures 
  

Corruption Perception Index 
(Annual Report of 
Transparency International) 

Lack of institutional back-up to 
verify the contractor’s ability to 
perform the job with required 
human resources and construction 
equipments. 

Ensure proper contractors evaluation  
 
Support to develop readily accessible 
database  

Progress Report 
 
Database created and 
operated 
 

Lack of adequate quality audit and 
follow up measures. 

Strengthen  NVC  Nos.  of projects unaudited 
Nos.  follow- up action (NVC 
Progress Report) 

Construction industry including 
national consulting engineering 
firms lacking business integrity 

Strengthen local construction industry 
including FCAN and SCEAF  

Progress Report 
Final Project Completion 
Report 
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and quality management plan 
contributing to the high turnout of 
professional staff. 

Performance Evaluation 
Report at project level 

 
ADB Project Systems 
 
Lack of mandatory provision for 
carrying out technical audit.   

Ensure that it is mandatory Project Document 
Progress Report (NVC) 

Lack of monitoring, and follow up 
action on outcome of technical audit.  

Ensure monitoring implementation of 
follow up measures 

Regular progress report 
Project) 
Progress Report (NVC) 

Lack of matching bid capacity with bid 
value.  (selection of bid) 

Ensure the provision in contract 
document 

Contract Document 

Lack of Accountability of all partners in 
Joint venture contracts.  

Ensure a mechanism to make all 
partners accountable 

Contract Document 

Lack of full accountability to 
consultants and contractors for the 
quality of their work and their effect on 
project outputs. 

Ensure full accountability  
Encourage long-term management 
contract 

Terms of Reference. 
Contract Document  
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Annexes 
 

List of persons met (Kathmandu) 
Ministry of Physical Planning, Works and Transport Management 
1. Mr.  Ramesh Raj Bista, Joint Secretary, Foreign Aid Cooperation  
2. Mr.  Narayan Gopal Malegu, Joint Secretary 
3. Mr.  Indu Dhakal, Project Chief, Kathmandu Sustainable Urban Transport 
4. Mr.  Hari Roka, Chief Accounts Officer 
5. Mr.  Rajendra Nepal, Chief Legal Officer 
6. Ms.  Kalpana Adhikari, Engineer 
Department of Roads 
7. Mr.Guru Prasad Dhakal, Project Director, ADB Project Directorate 
8. Mr.  Mukti Gautam, SDE, ADB Project Directorate 
9. Mr.  Ghambir Shrestha, SDE, ADB Project Directorate 
10. Mr.  Uttam Pradhan, SDE, ADB Project Directorate 
11. Mr.  Keshab Sharma, SDE, ADB Directorate 
12. Mr.  Saroj Pradhan, Chief HMIS, DoR 
13. Mr.  Ghanshyam Gautam, Chief, Road subsector Skills Development Unit 
National Planning Commission 
14. Mr.  Gopi Nath Mainali, Joint secretary  
Public Procurement Monitoring Office 
15. Mr.  Mukund Prakash Ghimire, Joint Secretary  
Public Accounts Committee, Office of the Legislators 
16. Mr.  Som Bahadur Thapa, Secretary 
National Vigilance Center 
17. Mr.  Suresh Man Shrestha, Secretary 
Commission for the Investigation of the Abuse of Authority 
18. Mr.  Iswori Prasad Poudel, Joint secretary 
ADB NRM 
19. Mr.  Siddhanta Vikram, Senior Public Management Specialist 
20. Mr.  Sishir Bhattarai, Governance Specialist 
21. Mr.  Bhupendra Bhatta, Procurement Officer  
World Bank 
22. Mr.  Farhad Ahmad, Senior Transport Specialist 
23. Mr.  Deepak Man Singh, Transport Specialist 
DfID 
24. Dr.  Siman Lucas, Climate Change and Inclusive Growth Adviser 
25. Dr.  Suman Baidya, Transport Specialist 
Federation of Contractors Association of Nepal 
26. Mr.  Jaya Ram Lamichhane, President 
27. Mr.  Rabi Singh, Vice President 
Society of Consulting Architectural and Engineering Firms (SCAEF), 
28. Mr.  Hare Ram Shrestha, President 
 

List of persons met in field 
DoR Disional Road Office, Mujheliya, Janakpur 
1. Mr. Devendra Shah, Divisional Chief 
2. Mr. Mahesh Dutt, Assistant Engineer 
Belbari – Chourahawa Road Project under Sub-regional Transport Enhancement 
Project (STEP) 
1. Mr. Arvinad Gupta, Project Manager 
2. Mr. Krishna Nath Ojha, Assistant Engineer 
3. Mr. Arun Kumar Mishra, Resident Engineer, Consultant 
4. Mr. Bisweshor Shah, Deputy Resident engineer, Consultant 
 

Annex B 
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Consultation Meeting 
Governance: Transport Sector 

Risk Identification and Management 
27th August 2012 
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 Mr. Tulasi Sitoula  Secretary  Ministry of Physical Planning, Works and Transport 

Management 
 Mr. Dhan Bahadur Tamang   Secretary  Public Procurement Monitoring office 
 Mr. Ramesh Raj Bista  Regional Administrator  Central Region Regional Administration office 
 Mr. Som Bahadur Thapa  Secretary  Public Accounts Committee, Parliament 
 Mr. Indu Dhakal Project Chief Kathmandu Sustainable Urban Transport Project 

Mr   Mr. Guru Prasad Dhakal  Project Director  ADB Project Directorate, Department of Roads 
Mr. Mukund Prakash Ghimire  Joint Secretary Public Procurement Monitoring Office  
Mr. Gopal Sigdel  Joint Secretary National Vigilance Center 
Mr. Ghambir Shrestha  SDE ADB Project Directorate, Department of Roads 
Mr. Keshab Sharma  SDE  ADB Project Directorate, Department of Roads 
Mr. Saroj Pradhan Unit Chief  Highway Management Information System,  

Department of Roads 
Mr. Priyantha Wijayatunga Chief  Program Implementation Unit, ADB NRM 
Mr. Siddhanta Vikram  Senior Public Management 

Specialist  
ADB NRM 

Mr. Sishir Bhattarai Governance Specialist  ADB NRM 
Mr. Bhupendra Bhatta  Procurement Officer  ADB NRM 
Mr. Surendra Joshi Senior Transport Specialist  
Mr. Jaya Ram Lamichhane  President Federation of Contractor’s Association of Nepal 
Mr. Nugal Vaidya Executive Member  Federation of Contractor’s Association of Nepal 
Mr. Jyoti Lohani Senior Infrastructure Specialist  
Mr. Shuva Sharma  Senior Development Specialist  
Mr. Kamal Pande Senior Infrastructure Specialist  
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Detailed Risk Assessment in Road Subsector 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
39

 Medium Term Expenditures Plan  
40 Review of 10th Plan and TYIP 
41 Availability of matching fund not adequately addressed during annual budget allocation 
42 Recent MoF instruction: all projects to be approved by NPC, July 2012 
43 Procurement Regulations  
44 Auditor General’s audit report 2067/68 
45 Based on sampling of 10 Road Divisional Offices (included in Auditor General’ Audit Report, 2067/68 

Dimension Activities Status and Current Practices Issues, Consequences & Risk 
Institutional  Risks 

Policy  Conformity to 
National 
Transport  Policy 

Road hierarchy and institutional responsibility as per the policy not strictly adhered to. 
DoR continue to be engaged in constructing local roads 

Local road construction packages were executed either by user’s 
group or through contracts packaged into smaller one to 
accommodate political pressures.   

Roads in hills and mountains being designed without taking consideration of 10 year design life 
as prescribed. 

Roads subjected to higher investment without considering risks 
arising due to continued migration, premature failures due to 
adverse geology condition and low utilization. 

Project proposal,  
annual budget 
and annual 
expenditures 

Budget ceiling made available on sector basis 
Proposed allocation based on priority (identified by MTEF39) 
Project implementation modality (GoN sources) not identified during budget proposal 
Projects listed under annual program later subjected to multi-year contract without firm 
commitment on availability of resources. 
GoN funded Projects implemented without sufficient study on project benefits and deliverables. 
There has been an increasing trend in transfer of initially allocated resources from one budget 
head to another during the third trimester.   

Non-priority projects implemented with multi-year contract (without 
significant allocation of resources at the initial years.) 
Unspent resources allocated to the priority projects diverted to 
non-priority projects at the end of the fiscal year end (to fulfill the 
contractual obligation of multi-year contract)  
Procurement carried out without even having sufficient resources 
to make advance payments as per contract provision  
Projects selected without examining its readiness.   

Implementation of 
non-planned 
projects  

Projects outside periodic plan and priority investment plan - implemented40  
Project identification: no standard format followed. 
Resource concentration on new construction 

Priority projects including donor funded suffer due to inadequate 
financial resource allocation41 
Inadequate resource allocation for the maintenance of strategic 
road networks 

Work Program 
approval 

Priority P1 programs are approved by National Planning Commission  
Priority P2 and P3 programs are approved by Ministry of Physical Planning, Works and Transport 
Management42.   
Programs based on the actual allocation developed and submitted for approval only after the 
budget announcement. 

Delay in preparing project procurement documents 
Delay in timely notification of procurement plan 

Delegation of 
financial authority 

Delegation of authority is received by the Secretary of the concerned ministry on the first day of 
new fiscal year (origination: Ministry of Finance) beginning and it is further passed on to the 
respective departmental head.  Financial delegated authority by the departmental head issued 
only after the approval of annual programs. 
In order to implement annual programs, Project Managers are not authorized to initiate without 
receiving written delegated authority43. 
During the fiscal year 2067/68 (2010/11), 65 % of authorities were delegated in first trimester and 
33 % in second trimester.44 

Delay in project procurement of goods and services. 
Substantial procurement carried out in second trimester (53 %) 
and 47 % in the last trimester.  No procurement in first four 
months45.   
Significant nos.  of contract finalized just before the monsoon 
period with consequences of contract variations to take into 
account of monsoon damages. 
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46

 Auditor General’s Report 2012 
47 PPMO website http://www.ppmo.gov.np/leftmenu_page.php?menu_id=25 
48  Based on current level of investigation being carried out by CIAA and NVC 
49 Procurement Act- article 12(2) 
50 Procurement Act-article 12(1) 
51 Department of Roads, 2012 
52 Bhojpur- Khotang Road built under Rural Access Programme  

Detailed Risk Assessment in Road Subsector 
 

Dimension Activities Status and Current Practices Issues, Consequences & Risk 

Consequences 
Regulation 

Acquiescence 
to Procurement 
Act/Regulation 

Procurement under GoN resources is being carried out without preparing Annual 
Procurement Plan/Master Procurement Plan

46
 

Procurement plan for donor supported projects prepared and approved. 
 
 
 
 
 

Leading to delay in procurement 
In absence of procurement plan, contractors have no 
access to the volume and types of construction contracts 
that is going to be offered in the market. 
Unethical practices on part of contractors to win the 
contract to maintain technical experiences.   
Packaging of contracts done without any rationale that 
leads to possible collusiveness. 
Last minute change in the form and type of contract that 
leads to possible collusiveness.   

Grievances addressing mechanism - not effectively working – contractors reluctant to 
participate into the process – loosing deposit in case of decision by the panel

47
 against 

the petition. 
So far no cases concerning works contract registered with PPMO . 
Code of conduct and blacklisting criteria not developed for user group. 
 

PPMO yet to gain confidence and trust among 
contractors o receive justice. 
Contractor complaining to CIAA or NVC for redressing 
grievances

48
.   

User group’s have easy escape if found doing unethical 
practices.   

“Prequalification used if it is found out suitable
49

: clause referring it to an individual 
judgment 
Work stated as “difficult work”

50
 without defining  it  

Disparity among various provision in procurement documents - Price index,  Bank 
guarantee, Bid security and selected sub contractor 

Subjective judgment (discretionary) leading to various 
interpretation 

Generally, action against the nonperforming contractors not undertaken pursuant to 
relevant contract provisions and legal mandate provided by the law. 
 

There has been sharp increase in non-performing 
contracts

51
  

Horizontal 
Coordination 
among various 
agencies 

Absence of 
Transport 
Authority as 
envisaged by 
National 
Transport Policy  

Various road standards are in use 
Roads are being built without considering the long-term sustainability 
Roads built under user’s group – ensuring maintenance is an issue 
Villages collecting tolls from vehicles plying

52
 on the road without proper authority 

High transport cost to the users 
Rehabilitation and Reconstruction of the road is a high 
cost option – if proper maintenance is not carried out 
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Detailed Risk Assessment in Road Subsector 

Dimension Activities Status and Current Practices Issues, Consequences & Risk 
Organizational Risks 
Subsector 
planning 

Absence of 
Integrated 
Transport 
Master Plan 

Government plan and program to promote railway and water way
53

 without having 
a coordinated and integrated transport master plan 
Preparing project DPR for the part of East West Railway without ensuring funding 
and also not considering the economic parameters including economic return and 
its complementarities with road network. 
 

Government’s priority and investment in other mode 
including railways and water way without establishing 
complementarities among the various mode of transport 
including road subsector, increases risks in undermining 
the expected impact/outcome 

Project 
preparation 
without 
adherence to 
project cycle 

Road projects taken up without proper feasibility study and without identifying an 
effective project implementation modality  
GoN funded projects, project initiation without effective appraisal mechanism 

Resources under spent 
Transfer of unspent resources to projects with less 
priority (political roads)  

Procurement of works without addressing social safe guard and environmental 
issues effectively  and adequately 

Project delay and consequences of having contractor’s 
claim 

Project Planning Technical audit introduced but lacking in taking follow up measures
54 

 
Design of infrastructure and services delivered – not properly discussed with the 
stakeholders including direct beneficiaries. 
Road classification based on political considerations rather than functional  

Cost overrun 
Time overrun 
Quality in question 
Effectiveness of services delivered in question 

Road 
management 

Strategic Road 
Network and 
Local Road 
Network 

Continue involvement of Department of Roads in local roads  
Road ownership still yet to be properly defined and demarcated  
  

For the same road, resource allocation from two sources 
(MoPPW and MoFALD) – duplication and authenticity 
issue

55
    

Department of 
Roads 

Organizational requirements of Department of Roads have not been reviewed 
since 1993. 
Road asset management yet to be established 

DoR under staffed. 
Resources spread over the network irrespective of 
priority on maintenance  

Availability of 
land and social 
and 
environmental 
safeguard 

Required land are procured using Land Compensation Act, 2034 
Under the provision of law, once notice is published, land is acquired. 
Land compensation is decided by the committee under Chief District Officer. 
Home Ministry is only authorized to make post review if complaints lodged 
regarding insufficient compensation amount. 

People resisting to vacate the land procured demanding 
higher compensation amount. 
Delay in officially handing over the site to the contractor. 

Financial 
management 

Compliance of 
instruction 
issued  

Advance paid to contractor - record not properly maintained
56

. 
Work norms – not consistently followed

57 

While procuring goods, procurement rule not strictly followed by some DoR entity
58.

 

Internal control not exercised effectively 
Accountability issue 
 

Unauthorized 
expenses 

Some of the DoR entities have carried out expenditures on “contingencies” 
exceeding the limit. 
Record on “contingencies expenditure” not properly maintained

59 
 

Internal control not exercised effectively 
  

                                                 
53 Three Year Plan (200-2013) 
54 National Vigilance Center: follow up status 
55 Audit objection, Auditor General’s Report 
56 Auditor General’s Report, 2068 
57 Auditor General’s Report, 2068 
58 Auditor General’s Report, 2068 
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Detailed Risk Assessment in Road Subsector 
 

Dimension Activities Status and Current Practices Issues, Consequences & Risk 
Procurement 
 
Procurement 
Planning  
 
 
 

Application of 
standard norm  
 

Applied without proper assessment of availability of materials locally 
Haulage not properly reflected in building BOQ 
Procurement without adequate preparation 

Wider range of Variations in bidding prices 
Delay if variations to be approved by the Cabinet. 

Packaging of 
contract 

Packaging done without rationale and having limited review opportunity for higher 
authority. 

Work overload to some contractors affecting project 
progress. 

Clarity of BOQ 
description 

BOQ items not adequately referred with Standard Specifications and Payment 
Provisions and order of document not fully established. 

Wider range of Variations in bidding prices 
Dispute arising and needing resolution mechanism.   

Procurement Procurement 
notice 
 

Basic technical qualification criteria inbuilt in the procurement notice.   
Site offices located in remote places are not easily accessible for selling and 
opening of bids.   
Publication, although published, not significantly made noticeable in news paper 
(Only short notice published referring the project office notice board for details). 
Third party presence in bid opening not mentioned. 

 

Buying and 
submission of 
bids 
 

Submission - one place designated. 
Withdrawal of bids without authentication of authorized application. 
Frequent and substantial number of last minute bid withdrawals.   
Limited number of bids received, although large number sold. 

 

Evaluation 
 

Contract not submitting the litigation history60. 
Contractor not submitting work on hands61. 
Secrecy not maintained. 
Committee authorized to develop it’s own Terms of Reference. 
Contractors selection based on minimum qualification  
Evaluation committee generally lacks the presence of procurement experts. 
Longer period of evaluation for managing multiple bid submission for different 
packages at the same time 62 

Delay in evaluation process 
Unnecessary controversy 
Rationalization of bid capacity taking into consideration 
of bid capacity exceeding bid value 
Lack of sufficient nos.  of procurement experts in DoR 
Selecting good technically and financially qualified bid 
among various combinations – challenge as well as 
possibility of corruption and collusiveness.   
Authentication of submitted documents63 

Contract award Contractual obligations not properly listed out.  
All contractual documents not issued to the contractors at the time of signing of 
contract 

64
. 

Disputes at the later stages of contract 

Low Bidding Generally lowest evaluated bid is accepted  
Project  suffer because of low bidding –  
The existence of low bidding is very prominent even in the case of e-submission,  

Contractors performance – dismal  
Significant numbers of works contracts have exceeded 
their agreed contract period and they fall under non 
performing contracts. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
59 Auditor General’s Report, 2068 
60

 Any follow up measures delay the outcome. 
61

 Any follow up measures delay the outcome. 
62 36 bids received for 12 packages  
63

 Although this practice has been made easy to some extent due to the introduction of Public Notary, the profile of the Public Notary is yet to be made available to the agencies involved.  Even with that provision, documents submitted with notary attestation have 
been found forged/tempered.   

64 This is a typical claim on part of the contractor.  Significant numbers of claim cases have reported this argument of clients not providing all the contractual documents in time to execute the contract effectively.    
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Detailed Risk Assessment in Road Subsector 
 

Dimension Activities Status and Current Practices Issues, Consequences & Risk 
Subsector Operations 
Road Construction Supervising  

construction 
works and 
quality 
assurance 
plan 

For the GoN resources, generally DoR undertake the supervision work 
All supervision works under Donor supported projects are outsourced to the 
consultants  
Site diary and minutes of the regular meetings not adequately recorded, 
maintained and minutes distributed. 
Project work execution without establishing quality assurance plan 
Construction sites not adequately covered with supervising staff 

Within DoR limited capacity and inadequate human 
resources 
Delay in project completion 
Limited capacity within local consulting industry 
 

Issuance of 
variations 
order 

Documentation such as early warning not maintained properly and not reported 
in time.    
Variations more than 15 % has to go to the Cabinet of GoN for approval.   

Delay in decision for approval 

Design 
conformity  

Significant number of bridge construction is suffering delay due to ground and 
sub-soil condition not conforming to the design.    

Design carried out without giving sufficient time to the 
proper investigation. 

Contract 
arrangement 

Works under the joint venture contract suffers because of lack of accountability 
of all joint venture partners involved 

Accountability of joint venture partners 

Consulting 
services 

High turnout of professional staff in consulting services. 
 

Lack of business integrity and quality management  in 
local consulting services  

Road maintenance 
and Operation 

Road 
maintenance 
contracts 

Maintenance contracts getting time extension 
Standard Norms quantifying particular maintenance activities – not yet 
developed 
Performance based maintenance contract (PBMC) tried on pilot basis but turned 
out to be a periodic maintenance contract with extended defect liability period.   

Contract bidding based on mass work quantity 
Delay in carrying out maintenance works further 
deteriorates road surfaces 
Lack capacity both in DoR and Contractors for 
implementing PBMC.   

Maintenance 
allocation 

The available resources are spread over to the entire SRN. 
Major Road suffering because of low budget provision. 

Allocating of maintenance resources according to the 
network usage.   
Backlog for periodic maintenance increasing.   
Asset Management to be applied in SRN.      

Effectiveness 
of 
maintenance 
practices 

Adequate maintenance funding is yet to be established.   
6.7 % of highways, 15 % of feeder roads and 30 % of urban roads needs urgent 
repair as they fall under the category of poor roads as per 2011 Road Condition 
Survey.     

Cost burden on part of increasing road 
rehabilitation/reconstruction activities. 
Erosion on serviceability of the road. 
Increased transport cost.    

Road 
Deterioration 

Goods vehicles plying on the road are overloaded and fast deterioration of road 
asset is taking place  

Reduced life of road 
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ADB Country Partnership Strategy Midterm Review, Nepal, 2010-2012 
ADB, Country Operations Business Plan, Nepal, 2008–2010, ADB, Final Report on Second  
governance and Anticorruption Action Plan, (GACAP II), 2006 
ADB Guidelines for Implementing ADB’s Second Governance and Anticorruption Action Plan 
(GACAP II), 2008 
ADB Guidance Note on Road Transport Subsector Risk Assessment, August 2010 
ADB Governance: Sound Development Management, 1995 
ADB Governance Risk Assessment Report prepared for the Nepal Country Partnership 
Strategy (2010-2012) 
ADB Nepal: Support to Anticorruption Institutions, Technical Assistance Report, Project 
Number: 38172, August 2007 
ADB Procurement Guidelines, February 2007 
ADB Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors, Nepal: 
Transport Project Preparatory Facility Project Proposed Grant Number: 43216-01, October 
2010 
ADB Strategy and Program Assessment, Nepal: Public Finance Management Assessment, 
December 2005 
Annual Reports, Auditor General Office, Nepal 
Annual Expenditure, Ministry of Physical Planning, Works and Transport Management 
Anti-corruption policies in Asia and the Pacific: Thematic review on provisions and practices 
to curb corruption in public procurement Self-assessment report Nepal, ADB/OECD Anti-
Corruption Initiative for Asia and the Pacific 
Corruption and Anti‐Corruption in Nepal: Lessons Learned and Possible Future Initiatives, 
Sarah Dix, NORAD, June 2011 
Economic Survey, MoF, GoN, Nepal 
Fighting Corruption in Road Transport Sector, Lessons for Developing Countries, 
Sustainable Urban Transport Document # 10, Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and 
Development. BMZ, GIZ 
Guidance Note Addressing Sector Governance and Corruption Risk in Infrastructure 
Projects, African Development Bank Group, November 2009.  
PEFA, An Assessment of the Public Financial Management, Performance Measurement 
Framework, GoN, 2006 
Public Expenditure & Financial Accountability and Fiduciary Risk Reduction Action Plan 
Implementation Period – March 2012 - July 2015, GoN, 2012 
Public Procurement Act 2006 and Public Procurement Regulation 2007 
Risks of corruption to state legitimacy and stability in fragile situations, Sarah Dix, Karen 
Hussmann & Grant Walton, Anti- Corruption Resource Centre  
National Transport Policy, GoN, 2002 
Review of Cases of Collusion and Intimidation in Public Procurement – A Way Forward to 
Mitigate Risks of Collusion and Intimidation, A Joint Review Carried out by the Government 
of Nepal (GON) in close collaboration with the Asian Development Bank (ADB), Department 
for International Development (DfID) and the World Bank (WB), June 22, 2009 
 
 
 




